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EXPLANATORY NOTE

biotCeltonEduceiAbstctsra-attempts a coverage of the

more significant materials published in Ceylon on various aspects

of education. This is the fourth and concluding part of Volume 1.

The four parts of Volume 1 have dealt with the materials published

during the period January 1, 1957 to December 31, 1967.

Where the title of an entry is not in English, it is

in Sinhalese with an English translation. A few titles are in

Tamil, and in such cases the words tin Tamil' appear at the end of

the abstract. A list of the newspapers and the periodicals from

which material has been seletited and an author index are given, at

the end.
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HISTORY OF EDUCATION

361. IBRAMBRR, D. "Sithi Levvai avarkalin kalvi patriya karuththuldtal."
(Educational concepts of Sithi Lebbe.) Kalvi, 1967. pp.56-68.

Sithi Lebbe was deeply concerned about the lack of
interest shown in education by the Vuslive of his'day. He
emphasised the need for and the importance of education. He
tried to convince the Vuslim people that the study of
English would not necessarily mean conversion to Christianity,
and he pleaded with them to study the English language., The
establishment of Zahira College is owed to his efforts. In
order to make the Muslims multilingual, four languages, namely
English, Tann, Arabic and Sinhalese were taught in the
school. He also gave an important place in the school to the
traditional Islamic basis of education and emphasised Islamic
culture. His educational principles were chiefly derived
from the Koran. He did not consider education to be limited
to mere book learning, but regarded it as instrumental in
leading towards clarity of vision and broad mindedness. What
was taught had to be understood and put into practical use
in one's life. Education that could not be put into practical
use in every day life was considered to be of little value.
His educational efforts .were opposed by nany but he forged
ahead with them. He can be regarded as one of the pioneers of
Aislim education in Ceylon.

tin Tamil)

362. JAYASEKERA., U.D. niakdiva *rani adbygpana. gyatana.n (Ancient
educational institutions in Ceylon.) Adhygpanaya, No.5, 1967.

pp.53-63.

The most famous educational institution of ancient Ceylon
was the hbhavihara, which sprang up in the land and buildings
set apart for Buddhist monks by King Devanampiyatissa, who
became the country's first convert to Buddhism, having learned
the doctrine from Emperor Asoka's son, the first Buddhist
Missionary to arrive in Ceylon. In the Pahavihara, Ceylonese
monks first learned their Buddhism, and thereafter taught it
to succeeding generations of monks and laymen. The Pahavihara
acquired an international reputation as a centre for scholar



ship in Theravada Buddhism, and attracted scholars from India
and China. The great historical chronicles of Ceylon, such
as the Mahavamsa, were also compiled by the monks from the
Mahavihara. Another great educational institution that came
up in the same city was the Abhayagiriya. In some respects,
it rivalled the D1Shavihara. Its monks are said to have been
receptive to traditions other than the Theravada tradition
of Buddhism, and.often there was controversy between the monks
belonging to the twoinstitutions. While these two institu-
tions were the most prominent centres of learning in ancient
Ceylon, the chronicles, the writings of foreign visitors, and
inscriptions mentibn the names of.about half a dozen centres
in other parts of Ceylon as occupying -a place of importance
in Buddhist scholarship. Apart from them, several hundred
smaller institutions are also mentioned by name.

565. JAYLSEMA, U.D. "Educational background of early Ceylon," 3*.pqprial

the tiationaLzaLpU2c2...aztEdlietCaLn. Vole. 15 & 16, 1967.
pp9-21.

With the colonisation of Ceylon by Vijaya and his
followers who came from India, it is reasonable to conclude
that they brought with them the system of education that was
prevalent in India at the time. It was a Brahmanic system
of education based on the vedas and the sutras, and its
characteristics are described by the writer. Buddhist
missionaries from India arrived in Ceylon about-five hundred
years after Vijaya. With conversion-of the icing and the.,..

people of Ceylon to Buddhism and their whole hearted acceptance_
of the religion, the Buddhist system of education took root
and became the predOminantpattern. An important change tliat
took place was that the.caste.besis ofeducationWasremovedi._
Entry into the Buddhist order of monks was open to every one
irrespective of caste, and naturally:the temple as a place
of learning was available to all caste groups. .0ther features
of the Buddhist ,system of education are also described by the
writer. .Apart from the prevalence of religious-and literary,
studies,there was a well established system,Of_apprenticeship
training in order to produce the buildemand,eraftsmen:needed
for putting up the religious and secular buildings that began
to come up in large numbers. Characteristic features of the
system of apprenticeship training are described by the writer.



364. 3AYAWEERA, SWARNA. "Local government institutions and sducation in
Ceyloa-1870-1930:" University of Ceylon Review. Vb1.24, 1966.
pp.29-60.

British colonial administrators generally imposed on
colonial territories the practices of the metropolitan country,
but the sphere of edudational administration is one of the few
areas in whioh the practice in Ceylon bore'no resethlanCe to ,

the practice in England. In England, as from 1882, local
bodies were responsible for the provision and management of
education under the supervision of the central government.
Efforts at securing such participation on a limited scale were
made from time to time in Ceylon, but they were unsuccessful..
The writer gives an account of the attempts made by the.british
government in Ceylon during the period 1870-1930 to secure
the participation of local bodies in educational activities,
and discusses the'reasons for the failure.

365. JEYASINGRAII, W.L. "Educational work in Ceylon." ayloiLZE.tlzaews,
September 9, 1966. 800 words.

In recent times, the work of the American missionaries
in Ceylon in the nineteenth century has been subjected-to
criticism. But as far as they were concerned, education -'as
an objective very dear to their hearts, and they not only
spent their money but also gave generously of their time aid
attention to plan education. In setting about their work,-
the missionaries had to cope with indifferenee, suspicion and
hostility. The experiences the people had had with the
Portuguese and the Dutch were not favourable, and the American
missionaries wereat'first regarded in the same light. With
small beginnings, the missionaries made good progress. Apart
from day schools, boarding schools. were 'started for girls.
A seminary to provide higher education was also started. All
these institutions had their ups and downs, and sometimes they
were closed for periods of time on account of the shortage
of finances. On the whole, however, progress was maintained
and the American missionaries have over the years contributed
a great deal to the education of the people.



566. MERU, RANJIT. qadWiive pavati Iandesi adhyipana kramlya." (The
educational system that existed under the Dutch in Ceylon.
.ASteThlan. No.5, 1967. pp.21 -34.

4.

The Dutch occupation of the coastal belt of Ceylon lasted
from 1658 until 1796. The promotion of the Dutch Reformed
religion was one of the functions of the Dutch government, and
the Religious Establishment was set up for this purpose.
Responsibility for education was entrusted to the Religious
Establishment. In this way, both conversion to Protestant
Christianity and the provision of a Christian education became
state responsibilities. A Scholarchical Commission, headed
by the officer second in importance in the Dutch official
hierarchy in Ceylon, was set up to provide and control educa-
tion. Among its funotions were the setting up of schools, the
appointment of school teachers, and the conversion of the
local residents into Christianity and their baptism. A law
was promulgated to enforce compulsory attendance at school.
A system of Barish schools was set up, and elaborate arrange-
ments were made to inspect their work. The national languages,
Sinhalese and Tamil, were used as the media of instruction as
the Dutch believed that conversion to Christianity could be "

most speedily achieved if the languages of the people were
used for instructional purposes. Seminaries were established
for giving instruction beyond the elementary level. -51eilitiee
were also provided for training teachers. The first printing
press to be set up in Ceylon Ins the one set up by the Dutch
to produce books and religious literature in the local
languages.

367. WEERAS/NGHE, G.D. "Oloottls. services to Buddhist educationremembe.Ted."
.... Sun. January 17, 196f. 1568 words.

Colonel Olcott, a representative of the Theosophical
-Society of New York, arrived in Ceylon in 1880. He realised
that the people of Ceylon had become denationalised as the
result of foreign rule. The language, religion and customs

.

of the British rulers had taken firm root in the land:
Education was geared to produce clerical hands to carry on
the work of the British ruling interests and mercantile firms.
Oloott was convinced that the greatest need of the time was
to start schools in which love for the country, the Buddhist
religion, and the national languages could be fostered. With



a view to organising the people to achieve these objectives,
he started the Buddhist Theosophical Society. In ten years
the Buddhist Theosophical Society established 140 schools..
The products of the schools were imbued with the spirit of
nationalism and led the movements to revive national culture
and gain freedom from foreign rule. Olcott's services to
education and culture are remembered with gratitude by the
people, and a statue in his memory is to be erected in the
premises of the chief railway station in Colombo.



COIVISSIONS AND CMITTEES ON EDUCATION

568. OMISSION OF INQUIRY ON PERADENIYA UNIVERSITY STUDENTS' STRIKE. &port
of the Commission of In uir on Peradeni Students' Strike:
Ea:3mb°, Government Press. Sessional Paper of.1966. 56p.

Mr. N.A.de S.Wijeaekera was appointed Commissioner in
January 1966 for the purpose of inquiring into and reporting
on the following matters: (i) the causes that led to the strike
by a section of the student body of the University of Ceylon
Peradeniya, on or about the seventl- of December 1965; (ii)'
the events and incidents that led to the summoning of Police
assistance by the University authorities on 11th December 1965;
(iii) whether the strike was motivated, instigated or
encouraged by any persons, group of persons or any organisation
outside the student body of the University of Ceylon, Peradeniya;
and if so who were so responsible and for *ghat purpose thin
was done; (iv) whether there was any maladministration or
neglect of duty on the part of the autnorities responsible for
the administration of the University of Ceylon, Peradeniya)
that was partly or wholly responsible for the strike or its
continuance; (v) what remedial measures should be taken to
prevent the occurrence of such situations in the future. Tha
Commissioner invited the assistance of the general public as
well as of the students and the staff of the University in
the conduct of his investigation. it the end of his inquiry,
a report was issued setting out the results of the inquiry
and making certain recommendations.

369. OMIT= OF INVESTIGATION INTO TRIMMING OF TEACHER TRAINING OOLLECM.
'ReFortof_the Collnittee of InvestlellmiT12the working,of.
Teacher Training Colleges. OoloMbo, Government Press, 1966.
Sessional Paper. XI of 1966. 128p.

A GoMmittee consisting of Mr. D.X.G,de Silva as Chairman',
and five other members, was appointed to (a) make a full.
investigation of the present constitution, programmes of:wOrk;.-,
specializations, educational adequacy and conditions o£
admission, of the Training Colleges. managed by the Depattrett
ofEduoationfand (b) make: recommendations regarding ways

-



and means by which any deficiencies can be set right and
further improvements effected. The Report is divided into
11 Chapters as follows: 1. Appointment, terms of reference
and method of procedure 2. The present position S. The
existing training colleges 4. The proposed scheme. of
training 5. Institutions for implementing the new education
programme 6. Placement of trainees in training colleges
7. Teaching staff S. Certificates, appointment and promotion
9. Supervision and research 10. Summary of recommendations
11. Conclusion.

370. PUNNING COMTTEE ON EDUCATION, HEALTH, HOUSING AND MANPOWER. Report
of the Planning commL11.22211c222.924...Elatelnaand.
Manpower. Colombo., Government Press 1967. 108 p.

A Planning Committee on Education., Health, Housing and
Nanpowerl'consisting of the Permanent Secretaries of five
Ministries, namely (i) Education and Cultural Affairs, 01)
Labour, Employment and Housing, (iii) Industries and
Fisheries, (iv) Health, (v) Local Government, (70 State
was appointed to draw up a development programme covering
the five-year period 1966 to 1970 for the fields of education,
health, housing and manpower. The Report of the Planning
Committee is in two Parts, namely Mart I dealing with
education, health and housing, and Part II dealing with ,ran. -
power. The chief categories of personnel considered are
engineering personnel, applied scientists medical person:PI,
accountants, teaching personnel, agricultural personnel, and
management personnel. Recommendations are made for increasing
the supply of personnel in each of these categories.

371. THISTLETHWAITE, FRANK. lierzion tte establishment of the Universitt-

of Colombo, Colombo, Government .Press. Sessional Paper MOM of
1967. 59p.

Professor Frank Thistlethwaite, Vice Chancellor of the
University of East Anglia, England was invited by the govern
ment of Ceylon to advise it about the conversion of the
Colombo Campus of the University of Ceylon to a full,fledged
university. Recommendations and suggestions amounting to



the sketch of an academic blue print for the new university
are provided in the Report. The Report is divided into elevenparts under the following heads: 1. Introduction. 2. Theprinciples of planning. 3. The grouping of disciplines.4. Faculties on existing disciplines. S. Additional faculties.6. The academic establishment. 7. The curricula. 8. Theacademic establishment. 9. Academic government. 10. Research.11. Student affairs.



EDUCATIONAL LEGISLATION

372. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. 11....etofaanding9orimittee"BuonHiher

Education Bill. Colombo, Government Press, 1966. 170p.

The draft Bill to provide for the establishment of a
National Council of Higher Education, for the establishment,
maintenance and administration of higher educational institutes,
and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto
tabled before the House of Representatives on July 18, 1966
was referred by the House to its Standing Committee "W'. The
Committee heard evidence from several deputations, and there-
after the various clauses in the Bill were taken up by the
Committee, along with the amendments suggested for some of
the clauses, for discussion and voting. The Report contains
the notes of evidence given before the Standing Committee
and the minutes of proceedings of the Standing Committee.

373. GOVERNMENT OF CEYLON, Hi her Education Act, No.20 of 1966. Colombo,
Government Press. 6 p.

The Act provides for the establishment of a National
Council of Higher Education, and for the establishment, the
maintenance and administration of higher educational
institutes, and for matters connected therewith"or incidental
thereto. The Act consists of 20 Parts as follows: 1. Higher'
Education 2. National Council of Higher Education 3. Powers,
Rinctions and Duties of the Nhtional Council 4. Universities
S. The Chancellor and the Officers of Universities 6. The
Authorities of a University 7. Convocation of a University
8. University CaMpuses 9. Statutes, Ordinances and Rules
10. Student. Unions and Student Councils of a University
11. Appointments, etc., to the Staff of a University
12. University Provident Fund 13. Financial Provisions
14. General Provisions 16. Junior University Colleges
17, Application of the Housing and Town Improvement Ordinance
18. Repeals of 'University Enactments 19. Transitory
Provisions 20. Interpretation



THEORY OF EDUCATION

374. RANASINGHE, YR. ALEX. -"Means must not supersede the end." ---
Daily News. June 9, 1966. 1285 words

The child must be regarded as the chief actor in the
vast drama that takes place in the school. His aptitudes;
potentialities, rights and freedoms have to be respected.
The system of education must beimade to suit him, not he to
a Procrustean bed. The basic psychological fact of individual
differences should be taken into account. The child is a
rational being; discipline should be based on reason and the
child's dignity should be respected. The child's basic needs
must be seen to; they are not merely freedom from want, but
acceptance by the home, and security and affection from the
family and other social groups in which the child moves. The
stability of the home should be ensured in order to promoLe
the healthy development of the child. A child's community
influences have also to be kept under scrutiny. Individual
aims in education should take precedence over social aims
since the most important objective in education is the
development of the personality. The education system shou:1
be geared to securing for each child the conditions under
which the personality is most completely developed. Tne

proposed reforms in the system of education in Ceylon are
comprehensive and seem to suit the needs and the genius of
the people. But every thing would depend on the means taken
to achieve the obdectivei of the reforms.

375. PIERIS, MUM "Adhyipanaya PletOg; dar6anaya." (Plato's
philosophy of education.) --- Adhyapanaya. No,4, 1967.
pp.71-85.

The foundations of Plato's theory of knowledge and theory
of education are found in the answers given by Socrates to
certain issues that were posed to him. The dialogue in Me:ao
is the most usefUl source available for ascertaining Plato's
philosophy of education. The issues that were posed were,
as follows. A person has to make enquiries about what he
knows or about what he does not know. He will not make

10



enquiries about what he knows as he already knows. He cannot.
make enquiries about what he does not know as he does not
know what he does not know. Education is therefore an
impossible activity. Socrates' reply was that we both know,
and do not know. We know in the sense that we have known so
much in the course of our previous births; we do not know
in the sense that we do not remember what we have known in
our previous births. The task of education is to assist a
person to -recall to mind what he has known before. New
knowledge cannot be given. ThUs it can be seen that Plato's
concept of the fundamental nature of the educative process
is based on his belief in reincarnation.

376. TILLAHARATNA, KA. "Vinoba Bhav5gi adhApanika adahae," (Vinoba
Bhave's ideas about education.) --- AdhYapanaya. No.5, 1967.
pp.15-20.

Vinoba Bhave divides education into internal education
and external education. By internal education is meant the
education that comes from developments within an individual
himself. By external education is meant the inspiration
that is derived from what is external to the individual. I',
is a selective process, and depends on the capacity of an
individual. Education is not an end in itself but the means
to an end. Education is the means to the development off-ss.
individual's personality. Education should lead to inde-
pendence. It should make an individual economically
independent and intellectually independent. It should also
make him independent of and free of feelings that are base
or selfish. There should also be integration between
knowledge and work. The progress of society as a whole -i;ak7,E.
place from such integration. A curriculum conceived in terms
of subject divisions is artificial and lacks integration.
The study of science should be more than the acquisition
of a body of knowledge. While the knowledge that scienc,,J
gives is useful, it is the spirit of science that is even
more useful and which should be made to permeate the entire
life of an individual. There is no antithesis between
science and religion.



EDUCATIONAL PROBLEMS PLANNING AND POLICIES

General

377. ALLIS, jINAPAIA,et.al. Financin and costs of first and second level

education in Ceylon 1952-1964. --- Colombo, Ministry of Education,
1967. 64p.

By way ()fan introduction, information is provided about
the demographic and the socio-economic backgrounds of the
people of Ceylon, and of the educational system of the country.
The financing of education at the elementary and the secondary
levels is considered under the following heads:- recurrent
costs, analysis by purposes, analysis by unit costs and trends,
and capital coats. Implications for the future are discussed.
A set of 40 tables is provided.

578, AIMS, J/NAPALA. Notes 'on structural and functional as ects of an
'educational s' tem relevant to educational administration. - --

Colombo, aniStry of Education, 1967. 36p.

An analysis is offered of 1. the principal elements
constituting an educational system 2. the principalaavels
of operation and execution within the system 3. the
principal unit processes and unit operations associd with
each level. A schematic model incorporating the above
concepts, namely levels of operation, unit processes and
unit operations, is suggested. Two illustrative examples
using the model are given.

379. APOESO, H.A. "Health education and the food crisis." Esylon
News. Deoember 28, 1966. 1710 words.

The objective of all planning and development in
agriculture, animal husbandry and fisheries should be to
meet the nutritional requirements of the people. Every



attempt should be made to "marry health and agriculture".
In this connection, a programme of health education which
lays dome the priorities of nutrition for health is necessary.
Agricultural activities should be correlated with nutritional
requirements. Through a programme of health eduoation, wide
publicity should be given regarding the essentials of a
balanced diet that is within the reach of the avera0e
Thereafter, programmes of agriculture should be directed
towards producing these items of food. When the problem is
approached from this angle, it will be seen that ruoh
agricultural activity that is undertaken is wasteful. Acres
of land are utilised for the cultivation of non-nutritious
vegetables. This land lends itself as satisfactorily for the
cultivation of other vegetables which have nutritious value.
If awareness. of this is spread among the people through a
programme of health education, there would be less waste of
land on the cultivation of non-nutritious vegetables.0

580. DE LANEROLLE, EENNETH M. uNCHE proposal will harm schooll. --- Times

of Ceylon. July 2, 1967. 1085 words.

The National Council of Higher Education has recommended
to the Minister of Education that certain secondary schoo!.s
should be asked to prepare students for the first year Arte
and Science examinations of the universities. This is no,
a sound. recommendation. ,If schools start classes to prepare
students for first year examinations of the universities,
the students in these classes will monopolise all the leader-
ship positions, and younger children, who might be leavers
from school at the age of'16 years of 17 years, will be
denied opportunities of leadership. No advantage will ac-xue
to rature students preparing for first year university
examinations to be brought under the kind of discipline:
exists in the secondary school for the benefit of less mat,n:
children. Secondary schools are already pressed to provide
adequate library facilities with meagre finances, and if
library facilities are to be provided at an advanced level
for mature students the needs Of the younger pupils mill be
altogether ignored. All these disadvantages have in small
measure been felt by schools which have classes for the
General Certificate of Education (Advanced level), and if
first year university work isl also thrust on them they muld
be greatly harmed,

. A possitle solution to the problem With



which the National 0ounbil of Higher Education is confronted
is to establish a category of junior universities which could
undertake to prepare students for first year university
examinations,

381. EKANAYAKA, il.Adhstipanayi; Vaiadin ataraman vana taruna parapura."
(Our youth who ate rendered useless by a faulty education.) --
paAmp. August 11, 1967. 760 words.

Fifteen percent of the population of Ceylon consists of
boys and girls under 15 years of age. They should constitute
a live force for the good of the country, but in fact they
are destined to become a burden on society. Ybst of them
will have to give up schooling after grade five, on account of
the difficulty of gaining admission to secondary schools.
They are not equipped for life in present day society and
will become a burden. Those who proceed to secondary schools
will receive a highly literary and academic education. Early
will not be able to cope with it, and as they have not
learned anything more useful in school they will have to idle q
after leaving school. Even those who do well in literary and
academic studies are nor very much better off. Not all of
them can go in for higher education as the number of places
available is limited and admission competitive. The others
have to leave school after completing their secondary Pdlo.
tion, and as they have not learned any marketable trade o.o
skill they remain unemployed. Disappointed youth develop
anti-social habits and revolutionary tendencies. It is tht,

task of society to give youth a meaningful education so
that they take their place in society as persons capable
of making a useful contribution to social life.

382. FERN ADO, P.N.M. "Kautukieraya saha gramIya adbiipanaya.n (.The
museum and rural education.) --- Dinamina. June 28, 1966.
770 words.

A museum can provide essential knowledge in a variety
of fields such as history, archaeology, science and the fine
arts, but generally speaking' the facilities of museums in

14 -



Ceylon are available only to the people living in a few
cities. Every museum ehould organise travelling exhibitions
in rural areas so that the people living in rural areas, toos
could derive benefit from the kind of education that a museum
can provide. EffortS must also be made to establish museums
in rural areas. Such museums should not only bring to the
rural areas the signifidant elements in the culture of the
cities, but they should also emphasise the cultural develop
ments and cultural products of the rural areas. The rural
areas have a distinctiveeulture of their own which is worth
preservation and development, and this task can be acoom-
plished by museums established in rural areas. Their
contribution to the quality of education and life in rural
areas could be invaluable.

383. FERNANDO, HERAS, "JEtika adhigpanaya arailbannata pera rasa kramay5
venasak on." (The school system has to be changed before a
national education can be commenced.) --- Davasa. July 4, 1966.
676 words.

There are some schools which stand outside the state
education' system. They should be taken over and made part
of the state system. Some schools have spacious buildings
but an insufficient number of children; other schools are
over crowded and do not have sufficient room for the
children attending them. Some schools are badly under-
staffed, while other schools are over-staffed. in some
schools, a teacher has to teach about 50 pupils scattered
over three or four grades; in other schools, a teacher Lae
to teach about thirty pupils studying in a single grade.
It is the same situation in regard to flariture and orqd-omenf.
While some schools have them in abundance, in other school.)
there are no chairs for. he children to sit on. These
conditions make a reorganisation of schools very necessary.
If conditions in the rural onhools are improved, the rush
to city schools will cease.

\
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384. GOVINDARAJ, MANOBARAN. "The law relating to education on estates in
Ceylon:" Journa of ti*. N onal Educatio ie o Ce

Vols. 16 and 17, 1967. pp.1 25.

The legal basis of education of estate children is based ,

on (1) Part VI of the Education Ordinance, No: 31 of 1939
(2) Regulations framed under this Ordinance and published in
GoVernment Gazette No. 9740 of July 25, 1947 (3) certain
sections of the Code of Regulations for Assisted Vernacular
and Bilingual Schools specifically applicable to Estate
Schools. The burden of educating children on an estate is
placed on the owner of the estate. There are many loopholes
in the law. The estate owner has a legal obligation to
provide a building for a school but he need not run the school.
If he runs the school, he will get a grant. The number of
teachers he should employ is not governed by any regulation.
The legal position is quite unsatisfactory. If it is
necessary to continue the system of Estate Schools, new
legislation should be introduced covering the gaps in the
present legislation.

385. HEILBRON,- TILLIE T.. "Strengthening secondary education in Ceylen.""--
(190ataiNalnals. September 26, 1966. 900 words.

A study by Unesco shows that out of 1200 senior secondary
schoolsIrtabout 500 have facilities for teaching science atd
mathematics in grades IX and X, and that only 135 of then
have facilities for teaching these subjects in grades XI and
XII. An allocation for Ceylon by Unesco for Unicef aided
projects during the current year has been made in the arreeve
of 158,000 dollars with an additional commitment of 129,MO
dollars. The aim of this project is to strengthen and
diversify secondary education in Ceylon primarily in the
field of science and mathematics. Unicef will provide
went for school science laboratories. The present allocation,
of funds is to aid the Government's six year plan for
introducing at the senior secondary level new science and
mathematics courses where they do not exist and for rein-
forcing those that are presently in effect. The plaii is to

be adopted, school science facilities improved, in-service
teacher training provided, supervision strengthened and
facilities established for local production and maintenance
of school science equipment.
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58L INDIARATNA, A D.V DE S, Mdhyapanaya ha safivardhanaya,if (Education
and development.) --- Davasa. April 2, 1966. 1250 words.

The population of Ceylon is rapidly increasing. New
school buildings are necessary for children of school-going
age. The government should draw up planS, paying due regard
to the eoonomio conditions of the country, to put up a
sufficient number of buildings. Wherever possible, the
services of the counlunity.should be enlisted to keep the cost,
of buildings low. The educational structure should be
closely correlated with a plan for economic development. The
proposals regarding Work Experience made in the Interim Report
of the National Education Commission are important and
deserving of immediate implementation. The level of literaey
in Ceylon is high. This is' not a matter, for surprise when
the expenditure incurred'on education is considered, The
reform most necessary is to gear education to the develvpment
process Two Commissions, namely the National Education
Commission and the Technical Education Commission, have
recently made very pertinent proposals in this connection.
It is hoped that the White Paper promised, by the trinister of
Education would announce his plans for implementing the
proposals.

587. INDRARATNA., A.D,V.DE.S. flArtika safivardhanaya saba adhyapanaya salasum
kirIma." (Economic development and educational planning.) --7
Dinamina. July 10, 1966. 735 ;cords.,

Economic development can take place only if the rate of
increase in the gross national product exceeds the ra-:e of
increase in population. The two factors that Ceylon lauk:,
for rapid industrial development are managerial and techn,-:-
logical skill. In so far as educational expenditure is
concerned, Ceylon spends 5 per cent of the G.N.P. on
education. This is as high as the expenditure on education
of most developed countries. Countries such as Chile,
Argentine and Israel spend a lower percentage of the G.N.P.
on education than Ceylon, but show a higher rate of economi1/4.
growth. The reason for Ceylon's lack or economic progress
is that the expenditure on agricultural, engineering, chemical
and commercial education is low in comparison with the
expenditure on education in the humanities. This imbalance
has to be rectified, and it should be the responsibility of
the government to draw up an educational plan that would set
the country on the path of economic progress.
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388. INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT Ceylon.

Preliminartion. Ministry of Planning andEcofibini966. 120p,

A mission from the International Bank visited Ceylon
in 1966 and prepared this report on a preliminary recon-
naissance survey of education in Ceylon with comments on
projects for aide The report is in 9 chapters as follows:
1. The economic and social background 2. The ministry of
education 3. The schools 4. The supply, recruitment and
training of teachers 5. University education 6. The cost
of education 7, Engineering and industrial education and
training 8. Agricultural education and training 9. Develop-
ment plans. There are 41 tables given as annexes.

389. JAYASEKERA, U D "Adhyipanaya saha pirihena sauajaya." (Education
and the corrupt society.) --- February 24, 1967.
980 words.

In view of the relationships between education and
society as pointed out in the writings of Dewey and Gandhi,
it is necessary before educational reconstruction is
attempted to examine the present state of society critically.
Such an examination shows that there is a great deal of
corruption in Ceylonese society.. The political life of the
country is full of short comings, but blame for it cannot
be placed entirely on politicians. If the citizens of the
country accept and insist on high ideals, politicians
themselves would do so. The Buddhist clergy has also shc-4n
lack of responsibility by participation in party politics.
The teaching profession has not lived up to its responsibili-
ties, and teaching has become one other source of money waking
rather than a calling that requires a sense of dedication.

390. JAYASURIYA, J E. nAsidgrana nava adhyapama yojana." (The now
education-proposals are unjust.) --- Lam. December 2,
1966. 1650 words,

The education proposals contained in the White Paper of
1966 are quite unjust. At the age of 14 years, it is proposed
to .classify students and send them to four categories of
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schools. One of the kinds of schools proposed is called a
local practical school. Its purpose is to, give a training
in such occupations as gardener, herdsman, tailor, fisherman
and cook. It is not right that the government should make
such decisions about 14 year old pupils and deny them any
other kind of education except in fee levying private. schools.
It is clear that no parent from the upper socio-econovic
groups would allow his 14 year old child to be trained for
the occupations mentioned above. The parent would withdraw
his child from the state school and educate him in a private
school. In order to placate the lower socio-economic classes
and to persuade themto agree to the classification proposals,
it is stated that if a parent is not satisfied with the
classification earned by his child, the-child could ask to be
allowed to repeat the examination one year later. This safe-
guard will in fact not be available to the poorer parents, as
they would not be able to afford to keep their children in
school for a further year merely in order to make an attempt .

at a re-classification. It is also stated that after one year
in a local practical school, a child could ask for transfer
to one of the other schools. In practice, such transfer will
be impracticable as the work done in the local practical
school during the year will not bear comparison with the worl.:
done in one year, in, any other type of school.

391. JAYASURID., J.E, "Sam5ja'safivardhanayehi adhyipanayqa himi tana.n
(The place of education in social development.) --- Dinamina.
October 15, 1967. 920 words.

A great deal of the education imparted in school involves
passive reception of knowledge and memorisation. !Inch of J.4-

has no relationship to the tasks of living and citizeLehir.
A now orientation in the content of educatiOn and the me-.c..h-d
of teaching is desirable. Attention should be paid to real
life_situations, In regard to health, there should be
discussions about the incidence of preventible illness. Oen'.0
and effect relationships should be emphasised. in regard t.'

agriculture, too, by simple experiments in the school gardel.-
children should be made to appreciate how success in oultivo
Lion depends on a variety of factors. Problems of nnomplo:-.--in
should also be analysed.. The reasons for the decline of
cottage industries should be discussed with children and
remedial measures considered. In other words, the emphasiz
in teaching should be on the analysis of cause and effect
relationships underlying social phenomena of real life
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interest to the community in which the school is situated.
Such an approach would encourage scientific thinking in
relation to social problems and contribute much more to
social development than the present emphasis on passive
learning and memorisation.

392. JAYASURIYA, J.E. Some comments on the Education Bill (Nov. 1967). ---
Peradeniya, AZociateducationlishers,3.967.14.

The Education Bill of November 1967 is criticised on the
ground that I. it is silent as to whose responsibility it
wouldbe to establish schools 2. there is no clause to the
effect that education shall be free 3. there is no provision
for pre-school education 4. satisfactory provision is not
made for adult education 5. the attitude towards private
schools is not clear 6. provision is- not made for the educa-
tion of handicapped children 7. rights hitherto enjoyed by
parents in regard to the medium of instruction are taken away
8. dictatorial powers are given to the Minister of Education
without adequate parliamentary control. It is also pointed
out that the Bill does not meke it clear whether at the end of
Grade VIII every child would be allowed to proceed beyond it
or whether some would be compelled to leave school and be left
with the choice of no schooling at all or schooling in:a
private school. The power vested in the Minister to regulate
the number of admissions to the upper secondary stage is also
criticised.

595. MINISIER OF EDUCATION AND CULTURAL AFFADIS. Proposals for reforms in

general and technical education. Colombo, Government Press, 1t;17,6
31p.

This document Is popularly known as the White Paper on
education (1966). It sets out the official proposals for
reforms in general and technical education. The introductio:
deals with the following topics: 1. the present system and
its defects 2. aims of education 3. recent investigations
4. educational law 5. fundamental considerations. The mail..

provisions proposed to be embodied in an Act are listed under
the following heads: 1. statutory system of public education:



2. classification of eobools 5. elementary education
4. classification of pupils 5. co-education 6. abolition
of the General Certificate of Education (ordinary level)
7, medium of instruction 8. duty of parent 9.work
experience 10. health examination 11. religious education
12, school zones 13. school welfare boar& 14, educational
and vocational guidance 15. estate schools 16. private
schools 17. schools for mentally and physically handicapped
children 18. evening and night schools 19. unified educa-
tional service 20. teaching service 21. the Institute of
Education 22. the National Council of Education 25.national
education fund 24. administration 25. offences and
penalties 26 the Minister of Education 27. concessions
to officers and teachers. In a concluding section, it is
stated that the White Paper is presented for the purpose of
eliciting comments and criticisms from members of the
Parliament as well as from the general public.

594. MINISTER OF EDUCATION litHYOULTURAL MAIDS General and Technical
Education Bill. Colombo, Government Press, 1967. 18p.

On November 20, 1967 the Yinister of Education and
Cultural Affairs presented to the House of RepresentativeS
a Bill to make provision for General Technical Education
in Elementary, Lower and Upper Secondary and Technical
Schools; to provide for the organization of different types
of schools for such purposes; to provide for the esta.blishmen'u
of the Ceylon Institute of Education; to establish a Unif.:,d
Educational Service; to create a fund to be called the
National Education Fund; and to make provision for matters
connected therewith or incidental thereto. The Bill was in
8 Parts as follows; I. Statutory system of public education_
II. Schools III. National teaching service IV.Establishmeut
of the Ceylon Institute of Education V, National education.
fund VI. Administration VII. Offences and penalties
VIII. General Although the Bill was presented there was
no debate on it, and it was allowed to lapse in course of
time.
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395.- PARAMOTHAYAN, K. "Classification and the comprehensive school systeg0
--- Times of Ceylon. August 25, 1967. 1910 words.

There is evidence from England that the classification
of pupils is not a healthy educational practice, and that
excessively fine grading of pupils should be avoided. Opinion
is veering in the direction of avoiding the classification
and segregation of pupils and providing a common school up to
the age of fifteen or sixteen years It has been established
in Sweden that there is no educational advantage in separate
grouping based on ability. Both Denmark and Finland are
moving in the direction of comprehensive schools. In Indic,
the recent Kothari Commission has recommended that the common
school should be adopted as a national goal. in Ceylon, a
decision on the issue of a single school with no classifica-
tion, or a number of schools based on the classification of
pupils, is pending, and an announcement from the Yirister of
Education is awaited.

596. MERU, RAWIT, "Estate schOols must be run by the state." --- al lea
Dail views. November 28, 1966. 1520 words.

In regard to Estate schools, the White Paper of 1966
proposes to make it the duty of the proprietor of an estate
to provide education for the children of the labourers working
in the estate. This goes contrary to recent views expressed
by the public that the management of schools should be vested
in the state. It is true that in colonial times responsibility
for the education of children was entrusted to the proprietors
of estates, That kind of delegation of responsibility MELY

have been all right in colonial times but it has no place in
the contemporary situation which regards education as a
national concern. To keep estate children apart from the
rest of the population would not be conducive to the promoti'm
of national unity., The National Education Commission of 1%1
made this point quite clear. It recommended that estate
children should be admitted to state schools along with the
children in the villages, and that the present category of
Estate schools should be gradually abolished. The Commissior.
also recommended that Sinhalese should be made the medium sf
instruction for estate children with a view to assimilating
them into the local population. The White Paper has failed
to make such provision.
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397. RUFEBUt RANJIT. "Sishyayin vargakirTmg Mang." (Proposals for the,
classification of pupils,) Silumina. Ehrch 3, 1967.
1110 words,

The White Paper on Education (1966) makes proposals for
the classification of pupils for various types of secondary
education. This is not the first occasion on which such
proposals have been made. In 1943, the Special Committee on
Education made proposals for the classification of pupils
into three types of post-primary schools, but the proposals
were not implemented. The White Paper of 1951 and the
legislation that followed it provided for the classification
of pupils into two types of schools. Although selective tests
were held, academic education continued to be very popular
and there was no interest in practical schools. One reason
for this is the fact that the two types of schools envisaged
did not have parity of status. It was also clear that socio-
economic background entered very greatly into the selection
process. There was considerable opposition to the procedure
on this account. The proposals now made envisage classifica-
tion into four types of schools. Two will be definitely
inferior in status to the other two, and there will be
competition to enter the schools which have a superior
status.

398. MERU, RANJIT. "Sishayin vargakirImEe y3jana: pasal atara sama,
tatvayak ati kala hakida?" (Proposals for the classification
of pupils: can parity of status between the schools be achieved?)

Silumina. Varch 10, 1967. 1140 words.

The National Education Commission of 1961 made proposals
for setting up four types of secondary schools. They were
to have parity of status, unlike the schools proposed in tha
White Paper of 1966. Moreover, there was not going to be
compulsory allocation of pupils. The National Education
Commission made it clear that pupils would be free to choose
the type of school which they would attend. One of the
assumptions underlying the present proposals is that all
primary schools would be brought up to the same standard so
that pupils will have an equal chance at the classification
process. It is believed that by imposing the same curricullw.
on all primary schools they would be automatically brought
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up to the saw. standard. There is very little justification
for this belief in the light of the -great.differences that
exist between schools. The setting up of post primary-schools
of unequal status and the oompulsory allocation of pupils

. into them cannot be justified by any means. The seleat1on
process is fraught with great difficulties. in spite of the
long experience which England has had with the selection
examination at the age of 11 years, the selection process is
an imperfect one. The proposals in the White Paper cannot be
regarded as being educationally sound in comparison with the
proposals made by the National Education Commiasibn,of 1961.

3994 PLUBEW, BANDIT. _11A critical assessment of the White Paper proposals
(1966) on the diversification of children." --- Journal of the
National Ed cation Societ of Co" o . Vas. 15 and 16, 1967.
pp. 98./

The necessity for the diversification of education at the
secondary school level cannot be denied, but the provisions
suggested in the White Paper are unrealistic and impracticable.
They envisage the establishment of schools of different
status in order to diversify secondary education. A rigid
system of selection is advocated. Unless all elementary
schools are brought up to the same standard, a rigid system
of selection based on school achievement mould favour the
children attending the better provided schools. 'While the
rest of the world is moving in the direction of discarding
rigid selection and classification of pupils, Ceylon is,
trying to introduce such outmoded practices under the guise
of progressive reforms. The recommendations for diversifica-
tion made by the National Education Commission were quite
sensible, but the White Paper has ignored them,

400. SADDHATISSA, VEN. AMBATANGODA. "Pirivenvalat.k. yana kala dadiva."
(The fate of the pirivenas.) Davasa. February 12, 1967.
870 words.

The pirivenas, or the institutions of learning
assooiated with Buddhist temples, occupied a prominent
place in the educational history of Ceylon. In the early
years of the country's history, education both of the monks
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and of the laity, was entirely in the hands of the pirivenas,
and but for the leadership role played by the pirivenas
there would have been very little to look back to in the
field of learning and scholarship. The pioneering role of
the pirivenas should be remembered with gratitude. The
recently announced proposals of the education authorities in
relation to the pirivenas are such as to limit very greatly
the scope of the education provided in the pirivenas. In
comparison with schools and universities, subjects are taught
in an integrated manner in the pirivenas. For example, a
subject such as Fall is taught in its relationships with such
subjects as Buddhism and Buddhist Civilisation. It will
decidedly be a retrograde step if the work of the pirivenas
is to be circumscribed by a uniform set of rules applicable
to all educational institutions.

401. SELVANATAQAM, S. flArivlyalum kalvi nilaiyangalum.9 (Educational
institutions and science.) Thinakaran. March 26, 1966.
1240 words.

The word 'science' originally stood for knowledge. It

later came to be denoted to indicate a group of subjects as
opposed to the Arts subjects. The Arts subjects had not been
originally subjected to scientific study. The situation 5.5
different now. Arts subjects are also subjected to scien-'l. f_f`Lc

study, and special techniques of research into them have
evolved. These techniques should be taught in schools and a
scientific orientation should be given to the study of Arts
subjects. At the same time, it is necessary to expand the
facilities in schools for the study of science. In hundreds
of schools, science is not taught at all. Steps should 1*
taken to introduce science subjects into them with the least
possible delay.

(in Tamil)

402. SRI DHAMARAVA, VEN, LODANDUWE. "MthaSala pratisafividhanaya." (School
reorganisation.) --- aalminsa. August 12, 1967. 615 words.

Under the proposed scheme of school reorganisation, it
is said that one category of schools will have grades 1 to 7,
and the other grades' 8 to 12., The latter category will have
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facilities for the study of science, agriculture and indus-
trial subjects. The schools in this category will generally
be located about four or five miles apart. This will raise
problems in rural amid. Children completing grade 7 may
not have a school with grade 8 within easy. access. In suoh
cases, it is stated that schools with grade 7 will be allowed
to have the higher grades as well, but nothingis said about
the nature of the curricular provision that would be available
in them. It is bound to be quite inferior to that available
in schools with grade 8 upwards only. This situation will
obtain in rural areas only. While every urban child would'
receive a good education in the upper grades, many rural
children will have to be satisfied with a second rate
education. This is a very serious issue that deserves the
attention of the education authorities.

Education and the State

403. JED,WEERL C.S.V. "Some issues in the nationalisation of schools in
Ceylon," --- Journal of the National Education Society of Ceylon.

Vols. 15 and 16, 1967. pp. 22-51.

By the passing of the. Education Act No. 8 of 1961
denominationalism in Ceylon education came to an end. The
end of denominationalism in Ceylon education was the outcove
of the interaction of-several factors, not all of which were
necessarily educational. The chief factors are listed as
follows: '(a) the Buddhist clergy and the revival of BuddhLisa
(b) the policy of the Christian missionaries (c) the
language issue (d) nationalism and culture (e) the economic
issue (f) politics and the Church (g) religious instruction
and (h) grants-in-aid. The manner and the extent to which
each of these factors was related to the issue of nationali-
sation of schools are considered. In view of the fact that
there is a demand in some quarters for the denominational
system of education to be revived, the writer sounds a note
of warning that the issues connected with the nationalisation
of schools remain as pertinent in 1967 as they were in 1961,
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gapalVation of educational onwriunitY

404. LIARASENA, DHARMASENA.. "Dushkara Talatvaaa pasal prainaya." (The
problem of schools in difficult areas.) --- Dinamina. January 91
1966. 630 words.

The principles followed at present in declaring certain
areas as difficult areas are not satisfactory. Some villages
and towns in the so-called difficult areas do not present any
problems either from the point of view of accessibility or
from the point of view of climatic conditionCe The writer
suggests a re-classification using the following criteria
for labelling an area as a difficult area: 1. the distance
off a main highway and the means of travel from the highway
to the area, 2. the living conditions of the area, 3. the
availability of school buildings and teachers' quarters,
4, the climatic conditions, 5. the availability of water
supplies and postal services. Using these criteria, a list
of schools to be declared as being located in difficult areas
should be prepared. All teachers should be required to seIve
for a certain number of years in such schools. They should
be paid a special allowance while they are attached to su^h.
schools. Free travel facilities by bus and train should be
made available to them over and above any privileges which
they now enjoy in this respect. Suitable living quarters
should be provided for the teachers in proximity to the
schools.

406. EXIMMIT, "Valainattu makkalin kalvippirachinaikal." (Problems
in the education of hill country estate children.) --- Thinakaaa.
April 4, 1967. .810 words.

Facilities for the education of estate children in the
Uva province have deteriorated in recent years. Dilapidated
buildings, lack of space, insufficient teachers, lack of
equipment, and maladministration have contributed to this
state of affairs. On account of the shortage of teachers,
the provision in the schools is for teaching a limited number
of subjects, but oven in these the syllabuses are not covered.
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The children are not given an opportunity of learning
Sinhalese. No religious education is provided. The estate
school system is in need of a radical reorganisation.

(in Tamil)

406, KARALIYADDA, S.B. Tdarata gami duka - adhyipana ailupadu." (The woes
of the rural Kandyans shortcomings in education.) --- Silumina.

MI 11, 1966. 1620 words,

The centre of educational activities in the village
was the temple. Christian missionaries introduced a modern
type of school in the coastal areas, and employment was .

readily available to the students who passed out of these
schools. The introduction of such schools to rural Kandyan
areas took place very late, and thus the Kandyans found them-
selves handicapped from the point of view of both education
and employment. Even now very few schools in the rural areas
of the Kandyan provinces teach science. The opportunities
that Kandyan students get for admission to the medical,
engineering and science faculties of the universities are
limited. In the rehabilitation of the Kandyan areas, special
emphasis must be placed on the development of facilities
for education. Good teachers should be sent to the Kandyan
areas. It is important to provide housing for teachers in
order to make them agree to serve in remote schools in the
Kandpin provinces.

407. WEERASINGHE, G.D. "G C.E. (A.L.) Science results - why this massacre?
- -- Ceylon Observer. September 23, 1966. 1180 words.

It is disheartening to find that according to the resuLt9
of the General Certificate of Education (Advanced Level)
examination held in December 1965 not one student from the
many girls' schools in the Galle district hae qualified for
admission to the university for studies in science or medicine.
This cannot be due to the lack of intelligence on the part fl
the girls, as some of them are scholarship winners from rural
schools who were selected to pursue science studies. The
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teachers employed are among the best in Ceylon. The reason
for the failure of the girls is the shortage of vital science
equipment in the schools in Calle. Yany girls had not been
able to do essential practical work in the laboratories as
the necessary apparatus was not available. The money, spent
on the girls' science education has been wasted and the girls
themselves are frustrated. It is the duty of the Education
Department to see that the girls' schools in .04,11e are
supplied with the items of-science equipment necessary for
the practical work that is required for the G,C.E. (A.L.)
examination.

EamEet12sues in education

408. CRO8SETTE-THAIMIAH2 R.W. "Medium of instruction: what should it be?"
22/12D Daily News. _November 2, 1966, 1480 words.

The language medium for higher education is under
discussion. Even if the national languages are inadequate
for this purpose, it must be admitted that only a very small
percentage goes on to higher education and that to meet
their needs it is not necessary to have an English teaching
programme from grade III upwards in all schools. A schema of
notional education must suit the masses who constitute ths::.
vast majority of the school going population, and the
needs of a minority cannot be allowed to dominate the sc,!:ae.
It is of course open to question whether the national
languages are inadequate for higher education. It is true
that very little reading material of a scientific or technc-
logical nature is available in the national languages.
solution is to translate. material from English into Sirbale5.,-
and Tamil. It is much simpler to employ a few persons to
translate books than to make many thousands of children
learn English. It has been suggested that all students shot2r1
be given an intensive course of English for four years prior
to their entry into the university in order to make them
competent to use English as the medium in the university.
This will be to dissipate their energies unnecessarily. Thev
should be taught through the national language medil as they
have received their education through these media. At the
sane timel.they should be taught English as a subject so that
they could read material available in English.
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4C9. ])E AIWIS, E.H. "Ingrisi anivEria kirima aVahada?" -(Is it essential
to make English compulsory?) --- ri . June 30, 1967.
960 words.

With the progressiVe introduction of the national
languages as the media of instruction at the school level,
educational opportunities for the masses have expended.
University education in the sciences is provided in English,
and this acts as a barrier to exclude students not competent
in English. It is said that science education cannot be
provided at the university level in the national languages
as there are-no technical terms. These difficulties can be
overcome if a determined effort is made. The alternative
suggested is to. make English a compulsory subject for all
students even at the school level. In other words, because
a small number, of students desiring to pursub a science
education at the university have to acquire competence in
English, it is proposed that English should be a compulsory
subject for all children. There is no justice in this. The
needs and interests of a few cannot prevail against the
needs and interests of the vast majority of pupils who will
never need English. A nation expresses itself best through
its national language. Works of literature are produced in
one's own language and not in alien languages.

. 410. DE SILVA, NEVILLE H. "Lack of English will further handicap cur uneasy
students." --- Times of Ceylon. December 6, 1967. 92.0 words.

With the introduction of the national languages as the
media of instruction, the standard of English possessed iq
students has gone down. The new elite, edudated through
national languages, will be handicapped gravely because of
their lack of knowledge of English. When it comes to
employment, they may be overlooked in preference to those ...

who know English. This will result in frustration, and
unless meaningful steps are taken to satisfy the needs:,
aspirations and ambitions of the newly educated elite they
may tread the path of revolution. We have also to rensmbe.
the international context of modern life, and that the study
of English is necessary for full participation in it.
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411. GUNASEKERAI PRINS. "Rata hadanna inesi iingda?fl Is English

necessary for developing the country?) Silumina. December 11,
1966. 2540 words.

For 150 years, pride of place was given to English in
the educational life of the country, and the national
languages wore neglected. Very little good came out of
this policy. The educational system has not produced a
single writer or scientist who has made a creative contribu-
tion to the life of the country as the result of the English
education that was received. On the other hand, many of
those educated through the English medium became cheap
imitators of English practices and customs. They occupied
the highest offices in the land but did nothing constructive
for the development of the country. They looked down upon
their fellow countrymen who had not been so fortunate as to
receive an English education. If English education was of

'value, its contribution should be there to be seen, but
nowhere are such signs visible, What can be seen is the
damage caused by the study of English. The most important
step that should be taken for national development is to
dethrone English from the position it occupies in the
educational and public life of the country.

412. HEWAGE, L.G. tiUsas adhyiipanayaa ingrisi one. ayi?° (why is English
necessary for higher education?) --- §ilumina. December 4, 1966.
1440 words.

So little material pertaining to modern knowledge is
available in the national languages that it is necessary for
students pursuing higher eencation to learn a language in
which a ready supply of materials is available. Among sur,
languages, English occupies an important place, and the fz,n1,
that there is a tradition of studying English in Ceylon
provides a strong argument for choosing English, rather thnal
French, German or Russian, as the second language to be
studied by our students. Without adequate mastery over such
a language, it is not possible for our students, to familia
rise themselves with modern developments in almost all
fields of study. While English should be_teught as a saki:A
in the higher grades at school, special courses-in. English
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should be provided in the universities and other institutions
of higher education. The percentage selected for higher
education in Ceylon is quite small. They constitute a group
of very high intellectual calibre, and if good teaching is
made available to them, they should have no difficulty in
mastering English. While the teaching could be done in the
national languages, every effort should be taken to encourage
students to read material available in English. About 95
percent of the books available in our libraries are written
in English, and it would be a pity if students do not have
a sufficient knowledge of the language to read them. No
effort should be spared to give students a knowledge of
English if our libraries are to serve a useful purpose. At
the same time, the production of literature in the national
languages, both original works and translations, should be
encouraged.

413. laWIALANADDA, TENNEKOON. "Iankive usas adhyipanayi ingrIsiyata ayat
tina.n (The place of English in higher education in Ceylon.)

Pinamina. March 19, 1967. 990 words.

The Minister of Education has acted rightly in rejecting
the suggestion that a pass in English should be compulsory
for university entrants. By taking this step he has
prevented' discrimination being exercised against rural
students who do not have the same facilities as urban students
for the study of English. The lack of books fin. advanced
studies through the national language media can be rectified
in a short period of time if a determined effort is made. The
example of Israel should be emulated in this connection.
Within a period of about two:years, Israel was able to develop
Hebrew for use as the medium of instruction at the university
level and to produce the necessary textbooks. Some university
teachers in Ceylon have expressed their concern that students
who do not know English will be adversely affected in their
university studies on account of the shortage of books.
What these teachers should do is to write the necessary
boos.
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University education

414. AVERASINGHE, C.F. "Perspectives in university freedom." --- Ceylon

Daily News. June 18, 1966. 1720 words.

The recent Higher Education Bill has made serious
inroads into university autonomy. Ina democracy, there
should be a liberal conception of the functions of a
university. A university teacher has three chief duties,
namely 1. to his branch of learning 2. to his students,
and 3. to society and the state. It would be wrong to
invert these priorities, and put society and the state first.
State control over what a university teacher should teach,
and whom he should teach is not reconcileable with the
liberal conception of a university. Without interfering .

with university autonomy,. satisfactory arrangements can be
made to ensure adequate planning and the prudent allocation.
of funds. An independent body consisting of public men with
a liberal outlook could be entrusted with planning and the
allocation of funds. The university should have representa-
tion on this body. It should be free from political control,
and.its task should not be-that of implementing the views of
politicians.

415. COLLIES, CHARLES.C. "The Junior University Colleges." Times of Ceylon..
December 20, 1967. 1520 words.

elementary and the secondary strata of the pyramid
of educationin Ceylon are quite solid. The third and top
layer of the pyramid is only 6 percent of the second layer,
and less than 1 percent of the first layer. For the strength
and stability of the nation a'sizeable middle class is
required. It cannot be raised from the very small number
going'on to higher education. Moreover, the higher education
provided is too academie. The proposed Junior University
Colleges will meet the needs of the country for the middle
level man power in industry, commerce, agriculture, adminis-
tration and technology. The courses in the Junior University
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Colleges will be employment oriented and offer an array of
training programmes leading directly to employment. With
hard work by the students and the staff, and with encourage-
ment and support from the community, the five Junior
University Colleges to be opened next year will grow to take
their rightful place among the institutions of higher.
learning in Ceylon.

416. DIAS,. HIRAN D. "The Bill kills the basis of higher education."...
1 Ceylon Dail_,. August 51 1986. 1420 words.

The Higher Education Bill kills the basis of higher
education. The failure of the existing universities to
live up to the ideals of a university is no excuse for the
enactment of legislation that would permanently prevent them
from reaching that goal. In tackling the problem of
university education the governmentts approach has been
influenced by improper understanding, disregard for aims
and purposes, confused thinking, political considerations,
and limited vision. The Bill has been framed without am
consideration for academia. freedom. The Bill has offered
only a bureaucratic solution to the problems facing higher.
education.

417. FERNANDO, AYARADASA. "W appointment insult to injury." --- Ceylon
Doily News, November 21 1966. 580 words.

It was bad enough that the Pinister of Education shculd
have been given the power to make the initial appointment
Vice Chancellors of the three universities. But for, the
lanister to inflict an administrator with only a first degee
as his academic qualifications as the Vice Chancellor of -Ziho
University of Ceylon is not only an open humiliation of the
academic staff of this institution but also an embarrassment
both to the University and to the person concerned. Previous
Vice Chancellors have been men of high academic attainments
and intellectual eminence. The Vice Chancellor designate
has, however, the minimum qualification that the numerous
undergraduates, overcrowding the universities, have cons to
obtain.
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418. JAYATILLEKB, K.N. "Buddhist studies in the university." --- Ceylon
Lally. News. August 18, 1967. 5310 words.

Buddhist philosophy) Buddhist psychology and Buddhist
political science are worthy of study not only for their own
sake but also for the important contribution they can make
to modern knowledge in these fields. It should be the task
of the universities in Ceylon to promote these studies and
encourage research in them. A college for Buddhist bhikkus
(monks) should be established in one of the universities.
There should also be an Institute of Buddhist Studies to
undertake planned research projects in the fields of Buddhist
learning. Courses of studies in such subjects. as law,
political science, psychology, history and fine arts should
be enriched by the insights coming from Buddhist studies.
Credit courses for science students should include the
humanities, and they should, include courses in Buddhist
philosophy, logic etc.

419. MUKTHAR, MOHAMED. "Muslim sanskrutika viva vidyilayak ep5.." Viusilm

cultural university is not wanted.) --- Dinamina. April 19, 1967.
515 words.

A member of Parliament' has moved a motion to the effect
that a cultural university should be established for the
benefit of Muslims. The language of instruction in it would
be Arabic, and the subjects of study would be Islam, histc17,
culture, literature and government. There is no special
advantage in learning these subjects. When Sinhalese, Tamil
and Ehglish are the only langudtes that occupy a position
of importance in Ceylon, it is a waste of time to teach ATab.'.0.
The purpose of a higher education is to give opportunities
of employment at a reasonably high level. The only occupatizn
available for those receiving their education in the MusliN
cultural university would be teaching. What the Yuslins
need for their future advancement is not a cultural university
but a Muslim university which would teach English, Sinhalese
and Tamil, and also the arts, sciences and commerce. It is
only then that Muslims will receive a real education.
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420. .5UHANAWAN8A, VEN. KAMM. "Kanitu sarasavi pihituviya yutte vgdima
avaiyatg ati palgtvalayi." (It is in the areas of greatest need
that Junior universities should be established.) --- Dinanina.
July 22, 1967. 1090 words.

The government has announced its intention to establish
Junior universities in Colombo, Kandy, Gallo, Jaffna and
Kuliyapitiya. In regard to the first four locations, it must
be pointed out that a great deal of the resources of the
government has been spent to provide educational and other
facilities in them. In comparison, the rest of the country
has not been given a fair deal. If population density is
considered, the Phtara district comes next to the Colombo,
Kandy and Kalutara districts, but it is meagrely supplied
with educational facilities, The Vatara district has only
4 schools with facilities for the study of science at the
General Certificate of Education ( Advanced level), while
Jaffna has 33 schools, Colombo 32, Kandy 12, Kurunegala 5,
Gallo 5 and Kalutara 11. The Matara district has a case for
the expansion of educational facilities at all levels. It
is hoped that the government would appreciate this facti and
take note to establish a Junior university at Matara in the
near future.

421. WEERASINGHE, G.D. "No hurry to rushthrough vital Bill." --- Ceylon
Daily News. August 5, 1966. 1080 words.

Vital changes in the field of higher education are
contemplated in the Bill that has been proposed. The
of higher education will be determined by the Bill. A White
Paper was not issued prior to the Bill, and there has been
sufficient discussion of the issues involved. Very real
fears have been expressed that the Minister of Education
would control higher education through the proposed Natianej.
Council of Higher Education which is to be nominated by him.
It is argued that the result would be the end of university
autonomy. There is no doubt that the Minister seeks to
exercise very wide powers. The haste with which the Bill has
been-introduced in the Parliament makes many suspect it. It
is hoped that the public in general and educationists in
particular would be given adequate opportunities to discuss
this vital Bill.
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422. WOLFF, MILO. "The new science faculty at Vidyalankara - designed to
serve our needs," --- Ceylon Daily. News. July 12, 1967.

3310 words.

The science programme at Vidyalankara university has
been designed to serve the needs and meet the particular
problems'in Ceylon rather than imitate foreign systems. The
objective is to teach a strong core of fundamental science
principles, while at the same time relating these principles
to the needs of the economy of Ceylon. Plve undergraduate
programmes in Applied Biology, Industrial Chemistry, Indus.
trial Management, Applied Mathematics and Industrial Physics
will be offered. It is recognised that Ceylonese scientists
and technologists will probably find their most useful role
in the following fields; (a) the improvement of agriculture
- farm chemistry, stock breeding, production of farm tools,
general mechanisation; (b) development of natural resources
- mining, forest products, fisheries and hydro-electric power;
(c) transportation - railways, ship building, road building,
road material research, marketing facilities; (d) communica-
tion - equipment installation and maintenance, radio and
television, education through the printed medium; (e) public
health - production of building materials; (f) housing -

researeh and production of building materials; (g) clothing
- developmental research in new textile fabrics, factory
management; (h) general industry - new ideas for new
production, improvement of inefficient factories, development
of Ceylon raw materials. The courses are designed with
these needs in view.
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CONTENT OF EDUCATION AND METHODS OF TEACHINGe...M111.10111V Ager.10.

General

423. ARM, JINAPALA et. al. Theoretical constructs in curriculum

develaMMILLVAJAIALUM.a77::53.nObot 00-7.570
Education. 1967. 24p.

Two working papers are presented. One is entitled
A_ n attindaLreoncetlfraworspzmeAang
1.u_ncuoulmde,bandelua and has the following
outline content: 1. Frames of reference used in eurriodlum
development and evaluation - some selected studies. 2.Huran
behaviour and educational goals - classification and
assessment in the context of curriculum development and
evaluation. 3. Outline of frame of referenCe for ourricultam
development and evaluation based on a postulation of
"extension" and "intensity" aspects of educational objeei%es
in behavioural terns. The second working paper is entitled
An outline analpi.sotora.spects of behaviour.

424. BALASINGAM, V.K. "Ahalakkatral." (A broad education.) --- Thinall=tran.

April 21, 1966. 810 words.

The term 'broad education' is used to indicate a study
in breadth rather than a study in depth of books. Usually,
a few books are studied in depth. But the number of studeni;a
who are interested in such study is very small. They will
be attracted by studies in breadth. In such studies, a book
will be read only once. It will not be read again and again.
Not much time will be taken to read a book once, The
additional time that will become available when studies in
depth are given up could be utilised for reading a wide
variety of books, Students will be exposed to varying
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experiences and learn many things. Intellectual development,
will be greatly stimulated. In course of time, children
will discover special fields of interest. At that stage,
studies in depth can be attempted.

(in Mail)

425. DE SIIMIDAYAVATI. "Kiyaviars adhyayana margayaki." (Reading is a
method of study.) --- Silu. February 24, 1967. 2430 words.

Reading is one of the most important skills to be
developed for acquiring the knowledge necessary for life in
the modern world. Research has shown that reading skills
can be improved with training. Suggestions are made for
developing both speed of reading and comprehension of the
material that is read. Steps in the use of the SQ3R
technique are outlined, The reading and study of textbooks
are also considered and suggestions are offered for
increasing the capacity to derive benefit from the study
of textbooks.

426. quNwm, DIAS. "Nog nobi padam kirimen vadak vg.da?" (16 it of
any use studying without eating and drinking?) --- Situ n3.
May 31, 1967. 2670 words.

Some students, when they have to sit for an examination,
break rest the previous night for purposes of stud).,-
stimulants to keep them awake. Some do not take foOd and
drink on the eve of an examination in the belief that it
would be advantageous to give their undivided attention tc;
study. In practice, those who do -this kind of thing come co
grief. They are unable to think with clarity for want er
sleep or nourishment. The noted psychologist William James
advised students not to touch their books on the eve of an
examination. That may itself be an extreme point of view.
Some light study is desirable on the eve of an examination.
The student should do a quick revision of the more important
topics included in his subject of study. Pe should do so in
a relaxed frame of mind. A little study of this nature on'
the eve of an examination should improve performance.
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427. JA/MARDENE, Q.k.s. "Satahaft liyagenng kesgda," (How to write

notes. ) Silumina March 10, 1967. 2500 words.

The ability to take down notes while listening to a
lecture or when reading a book is an important ability to
be developed especially by students in institutions of higher
education. The use of a.loose leaf note book for this ,

purpose'is desirable. Suggestions are made for dividing up
each page of the note book to sot apart one section for
lecture notes, another section for notes from books, and a .

final section for short summaries. Hints are given regarding
useful procedures for note taking at lectures and for taking
notes from boas, The importance of.collecting together
all the notes on a particular topic and organising them
logically is stressed, and it is pointed out that the
effective use of note taking procedures and study methods
could contribute greatly towards success in examinations..

426. IMITMLINGAM, S. "Foundations of programmed learning." -.Journal 'of
the National Education Sooiet of Ce lon. Vols. 15 and 16, 1:967.

p

Programmed learning has been accepted very widely in
the U.S,A. and the U.K., and it holds great promise in the
field of education The psychological principles underlying
programmed learning were first enunciated and discussed by
B.F.Skinner. The article briefly reviews them, Types of,
programmes, such as linear programmes and branching programmes,.
are discussed. Methods of presenting programmed lessons are
also outlined. Finally, the article concludes with an
enumeration of the advantages of programmed learning.

429. =ER; RUM. HEautukiggraya saha yauvana adhygpanaya.° (The museTA
and the education of youth.) --- Dinamina. June 2$,.1966.
600 words.

In relation to the education of youth, the museum can
serve a dual function. In,thefirst place, the museum can
supply essential information about man's historic past in
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the national community as well as it the world community.
Secondly, the museum can provide opportunities for simple'
research studies that would interest youth. In the fields
of history, science, sociology and the fine arts, - museums
can provide essential knowledge as well as opportunities
for research. It is important that youth should be intro-
duced to a curriculum that is planned in such a way as to
integrate their. studies in school with the explorations
they can carry out in the museum:. The museum should also
put on a programme of activities for youth, so that young
people both in and out of school could derive benefit
from them.

430, RUB 3, RANJIT. "Ablvisa panti, saMaa akachollE, kiyavim raohan6."
(Tutorial classes, group discussions, '.reading as

Silumina. April 2, 1967. 2520 words,

Tutorial classes play a useful role in institutions
of higher education. Students are expected to do inde-
pendent reading and prepare papers which are read and
discussed at tutorial classes. Group discussions ellable
students to come together and exchange ideas. Groups
should be-small, in order to encourage participation.
Students should do the necessary reading and c.:oma
prepared to discuss the topics that are suggested.
Seminars in which two or three students present papers on
various aspects of a subject are also useful. As the
amount of oral teaching that can be done is limited, a
great deal of emphasis has to be placed on reading.
In order to guide students' reading, lists of suitable
assignments should be prepared. Suggestions are offered
for developing and making the maximum use of reading
skills. Hints are also given regarding the techniques
of preparing written papers based on reading-assign-
nents.
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431. SUGATHAPALA4 H.A. 6Kautukagaraya saba prathanika adhApanaya.n
(Tho museum and the primary school.) --- Dn.. June 28i
1966. 720 Words.

it is the task of a-museum to unforld the develop-
Ment of man from his primitive stages to his present
Stage which is characterised by the supremacy of the
intellect. The story of one's country, the position
that one occupies in it, and the obligations that one
owes to society should be emphasised. In multi-racial,
multi- religious societies, one of the essential objedives
of the primary school is to promote understanding between
the various groups that go to constitute the nation.
The museum can serve to promote this understanding by
presenting to children the distinctive features of the
groupS and the distinctive contributions of the groups
to the cultural heritage of the nation.

Geography

432. =LUNA., 1. "The preparation of a teaching syllabus in Geography
at the Secondary level." - -- Journal of the National Edacation

gzigtygg=1211. Vole. 16 and 17, 1967. pp. 53731.

The textbooks used for teaching Geography in Ceylon
schobls are mostly based on regional and systematic
principles. This is orthodox geography, static,
descriptive and deterministic. Examinations as evalua-
tion devices lean heavily on the geography of facts.
Teaching is done without reference to principles,loncept $

ideas, skills and attitudes. in order to overcome
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these shortcomings, it is suggested that-a-teaching syllabus
or a design of instruction in Geography for every.grade at
the secondary school should be drawn up as a cooperative
effort on the part of all teachers of Geography and related.
subjects in a school. The structure of the subject should:.
be analysed, and the fundamental ideas, concepts, principles

. and modes of inquiry should be identified. The problem of
scope and sequence should'thereafter be tackled, and this
should be a combined effort of the acadenic,geographer, the
psychologist and the experienced teacher.

oxi

433. FERNANDO, Ea. nAdi kglayg site Rahasen kaaya daRvit lanki itibisaya
ighnvims safidahi xuiasra thavitaya." (The use of source materials
to teach the history of Ceylon from the early beginnings to the
time of balsam) --- No. 3, 1966. pp. 45-56.

The use of source materials in the teaching of Ceylon
history is discussed with reference to the needs and
interests of students learning the subject at the University
Entrance level. It is suggested that the following categories
of source materials are available: the literary works,inelusive
of the historical chronicles, of local writers; the Literary
works of foreign writers who make referepce to Ceylon;
inscriptions; and archaeological remains. The period of
history under review is divided into six sub-periods. Specific
sources belonging to the above categories are suggested for
each sub-period,, and the ways in which the sources could be
used for teaching purposes are discussed.

454. JAMEERA, SWARNA. "The History syllabus in the Junior Secondary, school:"
--- Journal of the National Education Society of Ceylon. Vol. 16--
and 17, 1967. pp. 113 -121.

The syllabus in History for the Junior. Secondary stage
extends from the pre-historic ages to the present. It ignores
two important limitations, namely the developmental level of
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the student and the very real limits imposed by a Time Table
which allocates only two periods a week for the subject.
It is suggested that the core of the syllabus should'be the
history of Ceylon. Even hero it is necessary to concentrate
on a limited number of major themes that spotlight the chief
characteristics of the successive periods. While Ceylon
history should be the central theme, it would be logical to
introduce developments in other, societies at the most
appropriate points in the story of Ceylon. Stress should be
placed on a knowledge of the influences from other lands
which helped to shape the course of Ceylon history. Some
insights should also be given of the important achievements
and contributions of other nations at different times. It
should also be possible to provide for extended historical
experiences by selecting a few centres of interest for project
activity which would supplement rather than clutter the
syllabus.

Larjmv..and2kerature

435. IERNANDO, CHITRA. flEnglish language teaching in our post-primary forms."
-.... Ceylon Daily News. January 30, 1966. 1240 we.rds.

Whether English is to be taught for practical purposes or
for cultural is irrelevant in the early parts of a
programme for teaching English. Whatever the purpose, a
student must master the sound system and the basic c,..1.armatical
patterns within a limited vocabulary yo begin with. The
structural differences between English and the student's
mother tongue should be discovered and made special tea thing
points. In fact, the teaching materials should be planned
with an awareness of the structural differences Letmeen
English and the mother tonne. In the early stages, the
mastery of sounds and basic grammatical patterns should be
achieved through oral Grills and guided conversation. Each
pattern should be presented in such a .way that resrcnsus
required of the learner are regular and practicable. As a
final objective, the skill that will be required of the Geylon
student is the reading cmprehension skill. The material frr
the development of this skill-must be lingbistically Complex
for it must consist of long sentences with several clauses
and phrases.
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455. FERNANDO, CHITRA. "Teaching English number to foreign studentEe."
--- Journal of the National EdUcation Society of Ceylon_. Vols.

15 and 16, 1967. pp. 104-112.

Mastery of number in English is indispensable from the
point of view of learning the language. Certain areas of
English number give foreign learners considerable difficulty.
The writer makes a selection of errors drawn from the work
of Sinhalese students of English. The errors are classified
into two broad types namely morphological errors and
functional errors. Principles for teaching English number
to overcome these errors are suggested and certain types of
exercises are also indicated.

457. HALVERSON, JOHN. "Prolegomena to the study of Ceylon Erglish.n ---

1/11-Y2111IX2L.C21.5.2121.1021 Vol. 24, 1966. pp. 61-75"

The variety of Englieh spoken in Ceylon not only hus
intrinsic linguistic interest but is also relevant to the
pedagogical problems of English language teaching in Ceylon.
The phonology of Ceylon English has been analyzed a great
deal, but more important aspects such as syntax, lay:Leon and
etymology have been neglected. The eecUliarities of Ceylon
English arise. largely, but not entirely, from the influence
of Sinhalese and Tamil, Some.Ceyloniems are the reoult of
translation errors from Sinhalese and Tamil. Theee ere ale)
0eylonisms which arise from the curry over into English ef
constructions that Were popular in Sinhalese and Tamil, The
subtleties of the highly complex verbal system are very
difficult to master and seem to encourage variatioes on the
,basis of Sinhalese and Tamil usage. The rhetoric of,CeyIen
English appears to owe much to a national character that
loves eloquence. An analysis of all the features cf Ceylonese
English would be very rewarding and also relevant it eonnee-
tion with the teaching of English in Ceylon.



458. HALVERSON, JOHN. "Methods in English 4;eaching." Journal of the

Alt12W124220191112A&IXSISITI2D. Vole. 16 and 17, 1967.

pp. 1-8.

Two areas of weaknesses in English instruction are
pointed out. One is the limited knowledge of English on
the part of the teachers of English, especially in rural
areas. The other is an excessive preoccupation with the
mechanical,details of methods of instruction. The writer
is concerned only with the latter weakness in this article.
His observations of class room teaching have shown him that
teachers are concerned with the mechanical details of methods
and give insufficient thought "to the purpose of the lessen
and how it was supposed to work". He feels that lessons
are often prepared in a mechanical way without genuine
understanding. Mechanical aids are also used as if they
were some kind of magic. He expresses the view that 0,71
bulk of specific advice about the techniques of language
teaching can be summed up in the principles of immediauv aryl
linguistic naturalness, and that the teacher who keeps,hoso_
principles in mind and applies them has a much better
chance-of doing a successful job of language teaching than
the teacher who becomes preoccupied with this or tha-:,
specific technique.

459. NISSANKA, H.S.S. "Basata nava mafi." (New ways to language.
La cads. November 11, 1966. 1380 words.

Although 23 years have passed since Sinhalese was made
the medium of instruction in schools, and 10 years have
passed since Sinhalese was declared the official language
of the country, the standard of proficiency in Sinhalese
shown at school by students leaves a great deal to be
desired. An active programme of teaching is necessary to
improve standards. The writer has carried out a successful
programme of work in his school. Students are encouraged,
by means of assignments that capture their interest,to
produce original and creative pieces of written work. The
best specimens among them are included in wall newspapers
that are displayed in the school. Attention to grammatical
accuracy is introduced by means of lessons which concen-
trate on the essential grammatical features of the language.
The work during the greater part of the year is not geared



to' examination needs, but as the examination draws near some
special preparation is undertaken. Examination resulta show
that the programme is a very successful one. Since the time
the programme was started, the school has achieved a higher
percentage of examination successes than it had ever
achioved'before.

440. PERERA, P.P. "Sinhala bashava livin5d1 jyfishla bishyayin karana
viradi." (The errors which senior pupils make in writing Sinhalese.)

tadtaLma. No. 4, 1967. pp. 15 -22.

Senior pupils should show great proficiency in writing,
Sinhalese but they fall far short of this expeotation.An
analysis has been made of the errors made in writing
Sinhalese by one hundred senior pupils in three schools.
A common mistake in writing essays was the lack of division
of an essay into 'paragraphs. Pupils who divided their essays
into paragraphO showed that they had reasonably clear ideas
about what thoy'should write. In the exercise whidh required
the summarisation of a passage, the summary was prepared by
many in such a way that sense could not be made of it
without reference to the original. The pupils also made a
large number of grammatieal errors. Many,' especiallrthose
involving lack of agreement between subject and predicate,
were so elementary that they could not be excused oven in
younger children. Spelling was also quite weak. Suggestions
are offered for remedial teaching.

441. PERINFANAYAGAM, G.T. "Language laboratories." Times ocaglan.
July 3, 1967. 1090 words.

There is a wide divergence in the principles on which
countries such as the U.S.A., the U.S.S.R.; France, Belgium,
Holland and Canada have established language laboratories.
No two principles are exactly alike, although their basic
assumptions are based on the work of Dr. B.F.Skinner.
Before language laboratories are established in Ceylon,
there should be teams of'progratmers working on the linguis-
tic problems of our learners. It is useless having a
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language laboratory withou:t prepa:'ing programmes Moreover,
our students are not familiar with electronic gadgets, and
we gray have to face. the problem of involuntary destruction.
We have in the past with exhibitionist ski21-4.built extravagant
showpieces to show that we are doing something.. There is a
danger that the language laboratory that is tc be set.up
will be a similar venture.

442. WIJEITINGA., SOMAPALA., "Ingrisi danuma valuta." (Improving the
knowledge of English.) --- Silumina. December 11, 1986.
1980 words'.

Knowledge of a mass of words does not necessary lead to
a knowledge of any language. This is because the order in
which words are used is crucial to meaning. Five words that
follow one another in a certain order will convey a certain
meaning, but if the order of words is changed the words in
their new order will convey a different meaning or even no
meaning at all. The patterns which groupe of words take are
of great importance in the study of languages. Grammar is
not identical with language. Grammar provides a description
of language but cannot be regarded as being synonymous wIth
language. The first exposure of a child to language is a
passive one. He hears words spoken in the first instancc,.
It is later that he comes to understand their moaning. It
is still later that he himself uses language for purpose-3 of
communication. This has a moral for the study of a

Br.'.: there is a difference. The exposure of a
child to its mother tongue takes place in random fashion.
No plan is involved in it. But in teaching a second lang.J.age,
there is a great deal of opportunity for planning. By a
restricted choice of vocabuIary.and sentence patterns, it
is possible to control the exposure of a learner to a new
language in such a way as to promote quick mastery over the
language. 0:-7-411.derina the importance of,Er.,,lish in the

Ceylon context, it is by a carefully planned scheme of
teaching that an adequate knowledge of the language can be
given.
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Mathematics

443. MURIA; R.S "Kanitham katpiththal patriya sila karuththakkal.t!
(Some views regarding the teaching of mathematics.) --- EaM$1,
1967. pp. 59-55.

The traditional methods of teaching mathematide_bY :

using outdated English books have not been beneficial. When
we consider that mathematics is the basis of all science
and technology we'realise that revolutionary changes have:
to be made in teaching mathematics to keeplace with the
revolutionary changed taking place in science and technology.
The AIMS of teaching mathematics should be twofold, namely
to create an interest in the subject and to give mastery.,
of a powerfUl tool. Evfirreffort should be made to develop
the creative thought processes of the pupil. The methods of
teaching should vary with the chronological age and the
intellectual level of the pupils.

(in Tamil)-

.444. VIDYABATNA, K.S.De S. "Adhyayana podu sahatika patra pantivala anka
ganitaya pilibafida vgradivala vigrahayak." (An analysis of
errors in arithmetic in the General Certificate of Education
classes.) Adhyapanaya, No. 5, 1966. pp. 59-78.

A question paper in arithmetic consisting of questions
of the following types was given to students in the General
Certificate of Education classes: simplification of vu4ar
fractions, simplification of decimal fractions, reotangu2a7:
area, rectangular volume, percentage profit and loss, simlo
interest, ratio and proportion, averages. An analysis is
made of the errors made by students in answering the
questions. The errors are classified into various catego-
ries, and tables showing the frequency of errors of each
kind are given. The implications-of the analysis for
purposes of teaching are discussed.
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Re likion

445. tiE SILVA, K, V.F. "Adhyapanayre agamika ratava." (The religious
framework of education.) --- thvatia,.. June 29, 1966. 780 words.

One of the tasks of education is to ensure that the
minds of children are disciplined to avoid what is wrong
and unjust and to cherish religious ideals. For this purpose,
it is necessary to provide a religious education. It is not
sufficient to teach religion; a religious environment should
be provided in the school. The role of the teachers is an
important one in this respect. They should exemplify
religious ideals in their daily lives. The advice of monks
should be sought in organising religious education in
Buddhist schools. Teachers require special preparation if
they are to teach religion in schools. It is necessary to
establish special training colleges in which teadders of
religion can be trained. It should be the function of such
institutions to draw up syllabuses of study for the various
grade levels in the schools.

446, NAMBIYAROORAN, O. "Idainilaippalliyil Indu samayam."-(Hinduism in
secondary schools.) --- Kalvi, 1967. pp. 69-76.

Religion is a compulsory subject in schools. It should
be taught in such a way that no split takes place among
children professing various religions. The teaching of
religion should not in anyway hinder the objective of
national integration. Hinduism is based on faith. It

involves emotion and cannot be studied with scientific
detachment. in teaching Hinduism, care should be taken to
ensure that classes for beginners are not too philosophic.
The lives of the saints should be discussed at first and
their noble qualities and high ideals emphasised. Students
should be inspired and influenced to follow these ideals.
If this is done, the way, would be clear for religious concord
Among students professing different religions. When the
students are familiar with the lives and teaching of great
saints, they should be confronted with the philosophical
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problems of Hinduism. They should be
philosop'7 hopes to find solutions to
of the modern world. Their attitudes
should be based on the two'principles
that are so fundamental in Hinduism.

Science

taught how Hindu
the pressing problems_
in the present context
of love and knowledge

(in Tamil.)

447. BODHINAYAKA, DHANASIRI. "Vidyg vishayayan iganviva Ireuevat Inla tack;

kesgda," (How the teaching of science subjects can be made
methodical.) --- Dinamina. March 1, 1966. 744 words.

One of the difficulties faced by pupils in the study.ot.-
science subjects is that the Sinhala technical terms used are
very difficult to comprehend, An attempt should be made to
use simple words that,are familiar to students. Some of the
topics taught in grades-6 to 8 are too difficult and require
maturity fOr.comprehenoion. On the other hand; simple
apparatus like the test tube, the flask and the beaker is
not introduced to children in grades 6-to 8. A grea deal

of time is taken up in grade 9 for such work. This is

unsatisfactory. It is much better to do such work in nades
6 to 8, Science is taught dogmatically as if it were a subject

like religion. Teachers dictate notes to pupils who take
them down without any understanding- When their knowledge
is tested they write whatever they can remember of the matevial
taken downby them. Serious errors are'seen,in their answers
.and it is amr that they have written down what they remember
without any understanding. The dictation of notes by
teachers should be discouraged. Teachers should encourage
pupils to grasp what is being taught to them and thereafter
ask children to write notes in their own words, If this is

done, what they write in their books will have meaning for
them.
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448. DB FCVSEEA, R.N. "The teaching of plant anatomy to pm-university
Students." .--.Tourne'NationductzOfC.
Vas. 16 and 17, 9 7. pp. 90-97.

A fairly high percentage of students sitting for the.
G.0 E.Advanced level examination fail at the practioal tests
in science. Factors such as over crowding and the Shortage
of equipment and other facilities no doubt contribute to the
high failure rate. However, the fact that the same mistake
is sometimes committed by the majority, if not by all.the
Jtudents from a particUlar school suggests that faulty teaching
may be a factor. In relation to the teaching,. of Plant Anatomy
at the pre-university level, the writer !rakes a number of
suggestions for the guidance of teachers. They are discussed
under the following headings: aims of practical work, the
use of the microscope', section cutting, nacerates, staining
and mounting, drawings.

449. JAYAWARDENA, W.I. "Vidyva iganvima vidhimat ki.rima avahayi."(It is
necessary to put science teaching on a firm foundation;)
Dnamina.. January 50, 1966. 940 words.

The number of Sinhala medium science pupils in the
General Certificate of Education (Advanced level) classes
was 5790 during the year 1962-63. The number of Tamil medium
pupils was 2003. The number of Sinhala and Tamil, medium
science graduate teachers was 275 and 450 respectively. This
shows the acute shortage of science teachers through th-:
Sinhala medium. Every effort should be, made to inomase the
supply of teachers in the Sinhala medium. Thf.. -ake into
universities should be expanded. The salaric,o of science
teachers should be improved so that they remain in teaching
without seeking other employment. In teaching science, th3
tendency among teachers is to present infornation without an
adequate basis in experiment. Some schools do not have any
apparatus at all and teach science from the textbook. There
are also schools which have apparatus safely locked up and
unused, while science is taught from the textbook. In a world
that is being rapidly transformed into a world of science;
it would be wise to make an effort to place science teaching
on a firm foundation.



450. AVWI RUM adhApaneya: asuna parallebena.n (Science
education: pupils' experiments.) --- Silunina, August 6, 1967.

1190 words.

One of the very recent approaches to science teaching
is through Problem solVing. The first step is the statement:
of an appropriate problem. The second step is the formula-
tion of hypotheses. The third is the setting up of
experiments to test the hypotheses. Children should be
trained to make careful observation of the results of
experiments. On the results of the observations, they.
should make generalisations, It is by going.through
these steps that children can be taught scientific methods
and attitudes. In order to carry out experiments, the
apparatus. used should be as simple as possible.

451. VELAILITHAM, T. ntlyiviyal katpiththe,111 am kale vgndiya sila puthiya
gikkahe.l." (Some new methods we have to adopt in the teaching of .

biology.) .... Kalvi, 1967. pp. 34 -38.

The present syllabus in biology is full of disjointed
pieces of information that have no relation to the daily
life of the students. The method of teaching employed
encourage., the tendency to memorise facto. A practical
approach in which students experience and learn the conneei
tion between living beings and their environment should be
introduced. Students should be guided in the collection
of data and raw materials, and they should be encouraged to
follow an approach which gives an important place to
experimentation and research. Practical exercises should
not take a stereotyped form and should be such ex to whet
the appetite of the students for new discoveries. The study
of biology should create in students an awareness of our
social, economic and cultural problems.

(in Tamil.)



Sex education

4f2. DANTANARA/ANA, R.M. "Lingika adbyipanaya pisilala narakada?"
Savasa. December 8, 1966e 910 words.

The news that the Education Department has at long last
decided to provide sex education in schools is to be welcomed.
Sex plays an important part in life and it should be one of
the functions of the school to teach the essential facts of
sex to pupils. Without such knowledge, the lives of nom
pupils will come to ruin. It is surely more important to
learn about the fUnctioning of one's own body than about the
rest of the environment. The growing child needs to learn
more and more about the functioning of, his or her body. If
such knowledge is provided in a carefully raded way, the
growing child will understand the'changes taking place in the
body, and the impulses that they give rise to. As a result,
they will be able to control their impulses better and know
that if they give way to these impulses they may come to
grief. In other words, sex education will enable children
and youth to avoid pitfalls and to live successful and
socially approved lives.
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approach, the guidance counsaildor'plays the key role,
.assesses the capabilities of the student and advises him
on the choice of an occupation. In the non-directive
approach, the decision is left in the hands of the student.
The philosophy of the approach is that if a suitable setting
is provided the student would be able to solve his own
problems. In Ceylon, a student's choice of an occupation is
influenced by the father's perception of the occupation,
social prestige, his economic position and the occupational
opportunities available in the country. The student's own
capabilities and interests appear to play an unimportant
role in regard to the choice of an occupation. It is
necessary to change this state of affairs by means of a
scientifically planned programme of vocational guidance.

(in Tamil,)

SPECIAL EDUCATION

455. VAZ, BA.L.C. "Educating the Deaf." --- Ceylon Daily News. June 9,
1966. 850 words.

In recent years, there have been many developments in
the technology of teaching the deaf. In advanoad countries,
the coordination of acoustic phonetics with motor phonetics,
ear to ear and voice links, regular use of Broad Band ampli-
fications have been used in the educational nanagemcn of
deafness. Experts believe that the lingwxtio
and educational backwardness of partially deaf children
could be prevented by steps taken to ensure pre-schocl
detection of their handicaps. Hearing aids should be made
available for all deaf children through specific pr ro-Tision
made nationally for the purpose. It is neoessary to
determine carefully the type of hearing aid which would be
of use to a particular child at home and in school. When
a hearing aid is used, it is necessary to assess the yn.)gress
made by the child in developing the ability to use the
hearing aid in his daily life. In many cases of deafness,
it has been found that the children suffer from other
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psychological and Physical disabilities as

well. The mere use of hearing aids without remedial
attention to such disabilities cannot produce progress,
Teachers of the deaf need to be carefully trained for the
tasks they have to perform.

PROFESSIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION

456. AMERASINGHE, A.Ranjit B. "University legal education - radical changes
are necessary." Ceylon Daily Nara. June 3, 1968.
1020 words.

According to eminent authorities who have given thought
to the problems of legal education, the objectives of a
university law school are 1. education in the qualities
that should be found in a legal practitioner 2. education
that will train a man not merely in solving the problems of
clients but the problems of society as well 3. to act as
a centre of research, criticism and contribution to the
better understanding of laws by which societies are held
together. With these objectives in view, a university law
department should seek to foster' 1. fact consciousness
2. a sense of relevance 3. comprehensiveness 4. foresight
5. linguistic sophistication 6. precision and persuasiveness
7. self-discipline. In order to achieve these objectives,
certain changes are necessary in the present set up of
legal education in Ceylon. The admission requirements
should be changed. Students should fulfil a requirement
of passing in three subjects which would help them in a
course of legal studies. English is of vital importance
in this regard. Ceylon law is not .a code law and cannot be
found stated in a compact form. To find out the Ceylon law
on most subjects, laborious research has to be undertaken.
An excellent counand of English is a pre-requisite for this
purpose.
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457. HEGODA, AMAHOASAL "ViLlija a4hygparay; anagataya." (The future of

commercial education.) --- Dinamina. June 28, 1967.

630 words.

Commercial classes were established in Central sohools
in 1956 and students got the opportunity of studying
commercial subjects in the English medium. As from 1959,
provision was made for teaching commercial subjects in the
media of the national languages. Facilities for higher
education in commercial subjects are limited. In regard to
this issue, the National Education Commission has made a
number of proposals which are worthy of implementation. The
Commission recommends that commercial subjects should be
available for study in the university entrance classes in
schools. Students who do well in these studies should be
admitted to courses of commerce in the universities or to
Colleges of Commerce. Those enrolling in the latter should
be able to join the universities for higher: studies in
commerce subsequently. If these proposals are implemented,
students will take to the study of commercial subjects in
school with a feeling of confidence regarding their future.

458. JAIAFURIYA, J.E. "Kgrnika adi.c,gpana y6jang 16:6badili madi," (The
proposals for technical education are not clear.) --- Dinelalpa.
'June 5, 1966. 650 words,

The proposals for general and technical education are
set out in a White Paper containing 82 paragraph , but out
of them only 4 laragraphs are devoted to technloal education.
At the end of the elementary stage, it is proyoscd to
classify pupils as Icing suitable for admission to (a)

local practical schools (b) junior technical sc,hocaa for
agriculture, fisheries, trade and crafts (e) see lee schools.
A question that arises in regard to local pratAl.oal seLools
is whether it would be tuasible to establish as several
thousand of them woule be required if every village and town
is to be provided with a local - practical school. The junior
technical schools are said to provide a foue ysar colt:13e.
In relation to such subjects as fisheries the quuLtion
arises as to whether there is sufficient material to be
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taught for as, long a period as four years. It is also stated
that after completing the four year course in a junior
technical school, a student could go,to a polytechnic for
a further four year course and thereafter seek admission to
a university. In other words, it will be eight years after
completion of elementary education that a student going
along this channel would be able to seek admission to a
university. On the other hand, a student who enters a
senior school after, completion of elementary education would
be able to enter a university after four years. Such
anomalies as these show that the proposals relating to
technical education have tot beet conceived.with sufficient
clarity.

459. RATNAKARA, T/LAK. "Kartika adhyipanaya climate sarasavit pihitakara
gata yutuya." (The universities shouldaalso be enlieted'to give
technical education.) --- Cinamina. Vay 31, 1966. 680 words.

Economic development cannot take place withOut the
diffusion of technology, and from this point of view
technical education occupies an important rale in economie
development. Technical education must have a firm taxis
in theoretical studies but at the same time active partici-
pation in the field or the factory is .necessary. It is
unwise to encourage only the intellectually weak pupils to
take to technical studies. The quality of technical
education will go down unless gifted pupils also take to
it. For this reason, it is important to enlist universities
for technical education. Japan provides a good example of
a country in which universities are actively associated with
technical education. The supply of teachers for technical
education should baincreased. In the first instance,
teachers may be got down from conntries such as the United
States and Japan to train local teachers.

460. SCHOK1011, DERRICK. "Technical education: no otoercion."

Daily News. June. '9, 1966. 860 words.

The lanister has announced his intention to introduce

a scheme of coMdpisory classification of students by which
at the age of 14 years some students will be compelled to
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follow a course in technical education. Supporters of the
compulsory classification proposal justify it on the
grounds that the education of the citizen to satisfy social
needs must take precedence over the educational needs of
the individual. Opponents on the other hand insist that
the right of choice should be given to the individual. In
view of this controversy, it would be advisable to withdraw
the scheme of compulsory classification and to replace it
with a scheme in which teacher counsellors would adviss
students regarding the course of study for which they are
best suited. There is fear that the aims of technical
education would be interpreted too narrowly and that the
emphasis would be placed entirely on the training of
technical skills. While the technical side of the curri-
culum is given prominence, literary and scientific studies
should also have a place. In other words, technical educa-
tion should be conceived in a liberal spirit.

EXAMINATIONS

461. =MA, D.P. "Podu sahatika vibbigaya pasilvalqama paveriya yutuya."

(The General Certificate of Education examination should be
transferred to schools.) -- Ds. September 24, 1966.
480 words.

The committee which recently probed the activities of
the Department of Examinations has expressed the view th.l.t
the Department cannot satisfactorily handle the General
Certificate of Education Ordinary level) examination for
which several lakhs of children sit, It is suggested that
it should be transferred to schools. The schools will tIlen
conduct it in the same manner as they conduct other internal
examinations. In the case of posts for which the educational
qualification is the General Certificate of Education
(Ordinary level) in four or five subjects, the educational
level should be raised so that the General Certificate of
Education (Advanced level) is required. Only the Advanced
level examination should be conducted by the Department of



Emanations_ At present. there are several hundred persons
with this qualification awaiting employment, and there is
every reason for raising to this level the educational
qualification required for employment. A large sum of money
will also be saved if the Department does not hold the
examination at Ordinary level and concentrates on the Advanced
level examination.

462. UMATTA, P.B. "Landau vibhkga langvata vgsiyaki."
(It is an advantage to Ceylon to conduct London examinations.)

Mnamina. Ifarch 3, 1966. 800 words.

Examinations of the University of Lendon which had been
conducted in Ceylon for the last 82 years have been abandoned.
These examinations were held in Ceylon for the first time
in 1881. Before that tine, only the rich could graduate by
going to England and attending universities like Oxford and
Cambridge. From this point of view, the action of the
University of London in throwing open its degree examinations
to external students can be regarded as a socialist measure
that threw open to all an avenue for obtaining high educa-
tional qualifications. It is unwise to stop the London
external examinations. The fact that the University of Ceylon
is to hold external exandrations does not justify abandoning
the london examinations. An important difference between
the practices of the two universities is that while a person
who passes the London General Certificate of Education
(Advanced level) examination can sit thereafter for the degree
examination, in the case of the University of Ceylon it is a
requirement that before sitting for the degree examination
it is necesaary to sit for an intermediate examination. It
is an unwise step to have given up the London examinations,
and it is hoped that the ratter will be reconsidered.



TEACHERS. TEACHER EDUCATION

463. AIAHAKCON, R.B. "Vidyg guru hifigaya riati kirimata Vida pilivelak
avahayi." (A plan of action to overcome the shortage of
science teachers is necessary.) --- D' a. July 30, 1967.
560 words.

There are several reasons for the shortage of science
teachers. One is that graduates in science often leave the
country and go abroad to work in other parts of the world.,
Another reason is that a science graduate can earn in other
occupations much more money than he would earn as a teacher.
Among those who have studied in schools, there are many who
have not been able to enter the universities or training
colleges. They could be got Lold of and trained as teachers.
The question of paying a higher salary to science teachers
than to other teachers should also be considered. The
proposal to call back into teaching science teachers who
have retired from service cannot be regarded as a satisfac-
tory solution. It will make the unemployment problem worse.

464. DE SILVA, LENA. "SiivayZ yea. sitiyag guruvarun puhunu kirImajl
(Training teachers wbile'they are in service.) --- D6namlna.
February 20, 1967. 920 words.

There are four categories of untrained teachers in
schools, namely those with teachers' certificates, those
with service certificates, those with the senior school
certificate or its equivalent, and those with university
degrees. Although about 5000 are trained annually in the
training colleges, the back log of untrained teachers le so
large that it cannct be cleared by exclusive reliance upon
formal training in training colleges. It is necessary to
devise measures for training them without admitting them
into training colleges. Teachers possessing the teachers'
certificates have studied certain professional subjects and
obtained certificates in them. During school vacations
there should be two -week courses for them, and after one year
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they should be allowed to sit for the training colleges
final examination. In the case of teachers with service
aartificateaAince their tertifloates have been gained after
a minimum of ten years' teaching, they should be treated in
the sane way as those holding teachers certificates.
Teachers with the Senior School Certificate or its equivalent,
should have vacation courses during the school vacations
of two school years, and they should thereafter sit for the
training colleges final examination. In the ease of teachere
with university degrees a six month course of professional
training should be provided in the universities.

465. GOONETILLEKE, H. "Guruvarayi saha sarasavi adhyi7anaya." (The teacher
and university education.) Dinamina. Yareh 11, 1967.
510 words.

It has been announced in the Government Gazette of
February 10, 1967 that only thoae teachers who have passed
in two science subjects will be admitted to universities and
that teachers who do not fulfil this requirement will not be
admitted. In the past, teachers who had passed in such
subjects as language, history, government, goography and
economics were admitted to universities, but this coneeesion
is now to be withdrawn. It is unrealistic to expect teachers
to study science subjects while being engaged in full time
teaching in schoo0s, as facilities for such study ars lacking.
All teachers, whatever their subjects of study, should be
encouraged to do university studies. What is most objec-
tionable about the new rule is that it is to be applied
retrospectively. Teachers already suffer under many
disabilities, and the attempt to add to them is greatly to
be regretted.

466. JAYAWRIIA, J.E. and HEMALEY, J.W.C. Guru puhunu Vida satahana_
(Programme of teacher preparation.) --- Peradeniya tniversity
of Ceylon. 1967. 48p.

Guidance to student teachers is provided undez the
following heads: objectives of programme for student
teachers, activities of the student teachers, relationship
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with university supervisor, relationship with public school
administration, plan of programme by weeks, class hours of
teaching and observation: reports, personal profile,
professional behaviour and appearance, planning observations,
lesson planning, what any supervisor may ask, practical
questions for class control, errors a student teacher can
make, grades for student teachers, the role of the associate
supervisor, and format for compiling data about a typical
adolescent,

467. KARUNABEKARA, G.A. "Guruvarunta govikata pulunuva.° (Agricultural
training for teachers.) - -- zmxtra. January 9, 1967.
480 words.

It is proposed to select teachers from schools.and send
them for a six month training course in agriculture in order
to make them competent to teach agriculture in schools. This
is an unwise step. While the teachers are undergoing
training, the children's work in school will be adversely
affected by the shortage of teachers, Fbreover, when the
teachers finish their six month training in agriculture they
will have to spend all their time teaching agriculture.
This means that they will not be able to make use of the
previous training they have received in the teaching of other
subjects. For these reasons, it is inadvisable to select
teachers in schools and send them for training in agriculture.
The government should nake up its mind to recruit as teachers
those who already have a knowledge of agriculture. Many
men and women who have passed out of agricultural schools
are without employment, and they will be willing to serve
as teachers of agriculture. They can be given short courses
in educational psychology and teaching methods, and then
employed to teach agriculture in schools.

468. SAMARATUNGA., "Ggstu aya nokarana paudgalika pada.' (Non -fee-
levying private schools,) Dinanina. April 19, 1067.

680 words.

The teachers in the private schools were ac glIty to
the decision made by the proprietors of the sehools that
the schools should become non-fee-levying private schools.
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As a result of this decision, the teachers have lost many
rights they enjoyed. Their period of service will not be
counted towards pension benefits; their security of tenure
has been lost; the right of study leave has been lost; they
have lost the right of appeal in the event of discontinuance.
In other words, they are no longer protected by the state
against victimisation by the proprietors of the schools.
This is a very unsatisfactory state of affairs. The
government should either take over the schools or enact
legislation to safeguard the rights of the teachers.

469. WEERASOORIA, WICKREMA. "Guruvarayg saha ratiya.n (The teacher and
the law.) --- Aeggpana Safigarava. Vol 21, 1967. pp. 65-36.

The writer considers some aspects of the law that at:-;
of importance to teachers. Recently the liSadnaste2 of a
school was sued in the courts for not issuing a school
leaving certificate to a pupil. According to the code of
regulations laid down by the Education Department for 5clac,
every pupil leaving a school should be issued a school
leaving certificate. By another provision in the code, if
a child has attended any school a leaving certificate ±s
necessary for admission to any other school. The cotr held
that by refusing to issue a leaving certificate, the Head
master was not only guilty of an offence against the codo
and therefore answerable to the Education Department, btf:,
also guilty of a breach of an implicit contractual re1atio:-.1:-
ship with the parent and therefore answerable to the court.
Another issue that cane up before the courts was in rega.
to the membership of teachers in local government bodies,
In regard to both assisted sohooit and director managed
schools, the courts have held that teachers in such schocl
do not hold government appointments and are therefore
eligible to hold membership in local government- bodies.



ADULT EDUCATION

470. THEVARASTERUMA, SARATH. "Vruddha adhyipanayata yalit pang. demu.n
(Let us resurrect adult education.) -- Lankadipa. Wavh 17,
1966. 920 words..

The adult education programme started in Ceylon several
years ago has come to a halt. It served a very useful
purpose and many derived groat advantage from it. Developed
countries like the United States and Japan place great
emphasis on programmes of adult education. Their progress
in the field of technology is owed partly to the interest
shown in the programmes of adult education. The government
should take steps to restore the programmes of adult education
in Ceylon.
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